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Blessings to Treasure
40 Poems
By Dmitri Allicock

CITY HALL IN THE SUN
A Gothic Revival of the Victorian chimes
The Georgetown City Hall of a golden time
A garden city of oncidium petals gleam

And racemes of colors and grand, its theme
Called the Venice of the West Indies to excite
Canals of lilies, the shaded avenues, a sight
City hall with pointed arch and ornate décor
Was erected and in the 1889 opened its doors
The years have worn and the birds have flown
And we have reaped what heritage have sown
The new age has been born upon this land
To preserve, so that the future will understand.

BLESSINGS OF SEPTEMBER
(Botanical Gardens]
There are memories that always stay
I remember them each and every day
Some lives deep in that far away land
I can almost touch them with my hand
There are others I can never understand
Some of the very best but were unplanned
Both of happiness and sad, yet worthwhile
Those moments of gold that made me smile
But I must always, remember to remember
My blessings of this morning in September.

WHERE I WAS BORN
[Mackenzie- Linden]
In the land of bauxite and the horn
There is that place where I was born
Just a few yards away, the Demerara flow
The dear 1925 Mackenzie Hospital still aglow
Upper Demerara and land of treasured roots
Where I first learned of life and the truth
The blessings of love and family all around
A place that is my sanctified ground
Time have passed and the birds have flown
The river still runs softly where life was sewn
The seed that was planted now bears fruits

A celebration of peace and happiness of my roots
And, no matter where I have roamed
I will never forget the place once called home
And on the wings of love and heartstrings of gold
A smile in the sun of my birthplace to behold.

HOMEGROWN
Faraway from the city or store
A favorite dish of the Rivershore
Fish and cassava bread is the mood
Both homegrown and lovely foods
Perhaps some bush tea to wash down
When you are away from Georgetown.

BOOKS FROM OVERSEAS
I thank you for the books
And can’t wait to have a look
The pages are like doors
Taking me places I’ve never been before
I am learning about the stories of history
The key to life and its mystery
I study the words that it teaches
And will develop my mind to its outer reaches.

A KISS OF LIFE
Listen to the chirps of the wondrous land
Feel the blessings of life where you stand
Kiss the joy of living as it flies
And live in the peace of eternity’s sunrise.

BLOOM LIKE A FLOWER
Create a picture as you think
Capture an idea with some ink
Then the pen will start to flow
And your thoughts will glow
Let your imagination run free
And your creativity we will see
Your world is now open wide
And we can now peek inside
Your ideas will bloom like a flower
Because within you lives that power.

COUNTRY LIFE IS SWEET
The country- life is sweet they say
The air is clean on a bight sunny day
Songbirds and the trees are the blend
No greater gift could Mother Nature send
Away from the noise of the city and the strife
The fresh fruits in the trees is the life
Some may look at it as being dull
But it is blessed with simplicity and lull
I’d prefer to be awaken by a fowlcock king
The trademark of the countryside thing

So give me this life and you can have the rest
A countryside of Guyana where togetherness is best.

TAKE THE WATER- DOG FOR A WALK
(Pteronura brasiliensis)
I have a water-dog black and gray
I wanted to walk him, if I may
But he preferred to swim instead
So I placed a bowl of fish on my head
Soon he was walking after the fish
And I was able to get my walking wish.

A BITING MONKEY
There lived a monkey
Who was really spunky
He was indeed a sight
Sadly he loved to bite
He was tied with a chain
But it was in vain
He was kept beneath a genip tree
And wanted to be free
He wagged his tail to and fro
When he was finally let go.

SHADY MANGO TREE
Come sit with me under this mango tree
The air is cool and a perfect place to be
Come sit and watch the leaves dance
Beauty of the highlands in a glance
Feel the peace on the soft breeze
Come sit with me and feel at ease.
Come sit for a while and rest
Under this mango tree is certainly the best
Let your thoughts freely flow
In this natural respite you should know
Come sit with me and forget the toil or task
Come sit with me, is all that I ask.

A SLOWER PACE
A horse and her foal in the street
Blocking the traffic, not so sweet
Whoa, whoa, slow the pace
Life need not be just a race
In the sun and just standing there
Looking at their world without care
Whoa, whoa, slow the pace
Life need not be just a race
A slower pace allows some focus
Twist and turns of life beg for notice
Whoa, whoa, slow the pace
Life need not be just a race
What of life's gifts that pass on by
the blessings under the bright blue sky

Whoa, whoa, slow the pace
Life need not be just a race
A world of beauty and wonder.
The invitation is ours to ponder.

HOOFING IT
After the rain it seems like a brand new day
The birds sing loudly in the Guyanese sway
I looked outside my window to see the gray sky
And saw this dear cow hoofing it by- and- by.

LAST ROUND UP
One last giddy- up at end of day
Time to round up all the strays
A horse, a lamb, all that he finds
Hope he doesn’t leave any behind
A countryside scene that they own
Headed for home after their roam.

PATH OF GOLD
[Georgetown- National Park]
Walk the path of the righteous to behold
Walk with peace, worth more than gold
Walk beneath the cool shade of the trees
Feel the fresh of happiness in the breeze
Walk with a sense of purpose and persist
The temptation of wrath to always resist
Walk this path without any detour or stray
And always walk the path of gold, I pray.

STOP & SMELL A FLOWER
Live as the sun shines in the sky
Live as high as the birds can fly
Live it to the fullest and feel free
Live it the way you want it to be
Believe in yourself, in what you do
Time is precious and it is up to you
Stop, smell a flower and slow the pace
And walk the path with gratitude and grace.

CHILD OF HOPE
Child of the rising sun
Life and dreams are one
New horizon open wide
Joy of life by the seaside
Song of hope, waves brings
And above, the seagulls sings.

PEANUTS
[Botanical Gardens]
A crunch, a crackle and a crack
I can eat a whole pack
A giggle, a wiggle and a nibble
Fresh roasted peanuts makes me dribble
A nom, a yum and a smack
Peanuts makes a delicious snack.

NOT EVERYTHING COMES IN PICTURES
I tried to capture an image of what goes on in my mind
But not a single camera could find
I tried to capture the butterfly feelings in my heart
But it just fluttered along the away
I tried to capture the secrets of life beneath the surface
But could not get it with the camera that I purchase
I tried to capture a picture of tomorrow’s outlook
But could not get it from the ones I took
I looked for a picture of the deep- rooted past
There were none that showed its influences cast
I tried capturing a picture of love and put it a jar
But decided to leave things as they are

I couldn’t capture the echoes of peace I heard
Yet a picture they say is worth a thousand words
So I decided that I’ll paint a picture instead
With the words of poetry that lives in my head.

CHILDHOOD DREAMS
Do you remember your childhood dreams?
A slab of chocolate or a glass of ice cream
A game of cricket where you were the best
Getting 100% in all your exams and test
A clear fresh- water creek to take a dip
The sweetest mango or cashew for your lips
Yes, my memory remains strong and clear
With the wonderful childhood dreams of yesterday.

FRIENDSHIP FOREVERMORE
(Orealla)
I still remember those days without end
When I had the perfect childhood friends
I can see their smiling faces in the light
Our world of make-believe and just right
Time have passed and we have travels far
And I often wonder where they are
I have connected with some on Facebook
Such a great medium but only a brief look
Our ever changing life along the way
The great memories will live on and stay

I close my eyes to think of the years before
And remember them in my heart forevermore.

CLIMBING IS BETTER
Climb the ladder of life today
For it is the most fruitful way
Climb higher with a firm grip
Use your wits and that true grit
Take the risk of the divine climb
And the glory of life you will find.

SWEETNESS IN THE SHADE
Sweet like the leaves of the trees blowing
A glimpse of the highland’s life glowing
Like a child clutching a coconut so sweet
A dog, some chickens and people to greet
Sweet like the gentleness of the pink skies
The soul of an image speaking to the eye
Like the wings of purity and sweet youth
Soaring with virtue and the innocent truth
Sweet like the smiles and the lovely shade
The air to inhale where happiness is made
Like the footprints left where children ran
A song of life that nothing is sweeter than.

THY POTS AND PANS
Bless all kitchens with thy love
With thy sweetness from above
Make all grumbling cease
With thy hot fire of peace
Bless thy pots and pans with whatever you do
Hand-clapped roti and delicious curry stew.

A CHEESE- STRAW MUNCH
Please for a nibble
Don’t let me dribble
Please for a Little bite
That would be alright
Please for a cheese -straw bunch
A nibble, a bite and a crunch.

EYES OF A CHILD
I hear this day the songs of a bird
But not one sweeter than the child has heard
A world of beauty and happiness abounds
All is pure with joyful sounds
I saw this day flowers growing thick
But not one like the child pick
And there a lovely butterfly saw I
Yet not like the one the child saw fly
I looked for answers into sky above
But the child look into my eyes for a twinkle of love

Then one day that smile of innocence is gone
To live in our heart where it should always belong.

WARM & DRY
Pitter patter from the sky
Keep the child warm and dry
But soon the sun with glow again
And this flower will bloom after the rain.

SMILE, IT’S FREE
If I had a penny for all your thoughts
I'd polish them pure until they shined
I would build a castle of love divine
To make you smile till the end of time.

NIGHTLIGHT
The light of day fades where jaguar walks
Lonesome trail winds and shadows talk
A journey into the mystery of the mind
Deep into the dark where this path vines
Meandering thoughts without any view
and creatures with sounds all around you
One goal or purpose, who is hunter or prey?
Man or beast, in the rhythm of nature’s way
The tale of life from the beginning of time
known to most when darkness chimes
Whether a jungle of concrete or that of trees
A nightlight beams perhaps to safety and ease.

MOMENTS TO REMEMBER
Two lovely flowers beneath the shade
A bond of friendship that’ll never fade
Moments are like vapor that disappear
Yet some will live within, year and year
I often recall some of my golden times
The days of school and nursery rhymes
Friends and that precious time so grand
A time of innocence of the faraway land
Those smiles of pure that were sown
Some of the best days I have known
Those moments in my heart to remember
And moments that I will never surrender.

SHADY MALACCA TREE
[Cashew]
Beneath the shady Malacca tree
I would love to be
Big and ripe Malacca before my eyes
A dark- red one will be my prize
The one that is juicy ripe
And good with every bite
A shady Malacca tree for the heat
A special taste of Guyana so sweet.

ADD SOME SWEETNESS
Life is like the oxygen in the air
And is something we all share
We can see it as negative or a plus
And the way we live it is up to us
Live each and every day
Stop and watch the children play
Add some sweetness and you will be fine
And with the right attitude, your sun will shine.

BORA AS LONG AS ME
Garden fresh and almost my size
Bora sweetness is today’s prize
Green vegetables, vendors and more
A sweet child of the sun is the lure
Sold by the bundle in Guyana’s shine
Freshly picked and looking so fine.

LET PEACE GLOW
Let your smile shine bright
Let it glow in the sunlight
Let your heart be filled with peace
Let it be pure with every beat
Let it dance like a butterfly in the breeze
Let it live with harmony and ease
Embrace another with only love
Be thankful for life from above
Live and let live each day true
And let peace glow from within you.

PINEAPPLE MORNING
Big pineapples, ripe and sweet
Upper Demerara morning treat
Grows best along Linden’s Highway
And makes such a picturesque day
Sold where the ferry boat lands
On the Mackenzie shore so grand.

YELLOW IS MY MORNING
Yellow and sweet is my morning bright
A spice mango of the river is a sight
and the tea water runs soft and through
Beneath Guyana’s sunny sky of blue.

ROW YOUR BOAT
Row your boat and enjoy the flow
Row slow in the sunlight and glow
Row passionately in the stream
Row merrily and make life a dream
Row with love, Row with peace this day
Row with endurance along the way.

CHILDREN ARE THE FUTURE
F- Feel their touch and follow their dreams
U- Unite your love and give them glee
T- Try your hardest, be there through extreme
U- Under it all their life is our need
R- Remember it's them that continue our being
E- Effort is all that makes you a team.

FRONT STEPS
My humble front steps so sweet
Come, sit and rest your feet
Come, sit and smile
And let us chat for awhile
My humble front steps so sweet
Sit and beat the heat
Let talk about life and places
About the changing world and faces
My humble front steps so sweet
Come and listen to the birds tweet
Tell me from where you roam
And let us talk of that place called home.

AIN’T NO STOPPING NOW
The miracle of life itself is the single greatest reward
If you should fall, get up and keep moving forward
Forget the pain, the broken mirrors and the rejection
The dark of the endless nights fighting your reflections
Remember to be positive, it is your destiny and fate
Never put your dreams on hold or you might be late
I don’t know what the future may have for you or me
But the choice of no stopping now is simple and free.

THE END.

